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This Fourth Edition includes new sections on graphs, robust estimation, expected value and the

bootstrap, in addition to new material on the use of computers. The regression model is well

covered, including both nonlinear and multiple regression. The chapters contain many real-life

examples and are relatively self-contained, making adaptable to a variety of courses.
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I've been a statistician for over 10 years now. I am also a part time teacher in statistics at different

Universities. This book should be an example of how to present and explain some complex issues

with simplicity and efficiency. Every new concept is first dicussed and explained by some example

before introducing the math formulas. One of the rare book always on my desk.

Explanations are satisfactory although a bit more clarity could be appreciated in terms of the logic

behind some of the processes that are being used. The problems are extremely helpful in clarifying

the subject matter and for review.

This really does a good job at being an introduction. It walks you through some of the calculations,

highlights important formulas, and doesn't bog readers down in mathematical proofs. At times, I do

wish it took a bit more time to explain the importance of various measurements, such as standard

deviations, but overall it is very accessible.



It has many helpful examples and it makes the subject easy to learn. I didn't read most of the text

though. I mainly liked it for it's clear and well explained examples.

although subject is difficult, but very well written, clear and in easy literature; plenty of helpful

Explanations and examples are in the book

bought this book for a statistics economics class. however, we didn't use the book at all besides the

inside cover of the page, which was a chart to determine probability. i tried reading this book to help

me through that class, but i also did not find it of much use either. the descriptions were somewhat

vague in my opinion and there were not enough examples for me to understand the concepts.

This really does a good job at being an introduction. It walks you through some of the calculations,

highlights important formulas, and doesn't bog readers down in mathematical proofs. At times, I do

wish it took a bit more time to explain the importance of various measurements, such as standard

deviations, but overall it is very accessible.

I bought this book for my econometrics class, and it is a great help for my studying. I can not survive

the test without it.
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